Postdeployment symptom changes and traumatic brain injury and/or posttraumatic stress disorder in men
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Abstract—In Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom, blast-related injuries associated with combat are frequent and can result in traumatic brain injury (TBI) symptoms that may be difficult to distinguish from psychological problems. Using data from the Post-Deployment Health Assessment and Reassessment, we identified 12,046 male U.S. Navy sailors and Marines with reported combat exposure from 2008 to 2009. Symptoms potentially associated with blast-related TBI and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) that were reported immediately after deployment were compared with symptoms present several months later. Our study supports others that have found that subjects with blast-related injuries may experience the development or worsening of symptoms during the months following deployment. Additionally, our study found that those who screened positive for PTSD and TBI formed a unique group, with the presence of TBI exacerbating development of PTSD symptoms at reassessment. Providers should recognize the late development of symptoms, consider the possibility of comorbidity, and be prepared to treat multiple symptoms rather than a specific diagnostic category.
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INTRODUCTION

Hallmarks of the conflicts in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) and Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) are blast-related physical and mental problems. While obvious physical symptoms of combat injury (such as amputation) occur among many military personnel returning from combat, other problems, specifically signs or symptoms of mild traumatic brain injury (TBI) and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), may not be visible and can be more difficult to diagnose, treat, and monitor. An estimated 13.8 percent of servicemembers returned from OIF/OEF deployment were affected by probable PTSD and 19.5 percent experienced a probable TBI [1]. In the absence of visible physical injuries, the military servicemember may assume that nothing is medically wrong and not report what may be perceived to be relatively minor symptoms, such as sleeping problems or headaches. This can lead to incomplete evaluation of symptoms that are not reported immediately. In fact, the initial evaluation may be accurate because some symptoms of
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PTSD may not even occur until several months later [2–4]. Even when symptoms are fully reported, there is considerable overlap with screening for TBI and PTSD because both may be present [2,5–8].

Symptoms that are often used to screen for TBI or PTSD include neurobehavioral symptoms [9], such as sleep problems, trouble concentrating, forgetfulness, indecision, and irritability; and physical symptoms, such as headache, weakness, numbness, hearing problems, and visual problems. These symptoms are among the items included in routinely administered pre- and postdeployment health assessments for all military personnel. Because these symptoms are collected at two points in time after return from deployment, there is an opportunity to understand how symptoms persist or emerge over time.

Initial positive TBI screening results may falsely identify servicemembers who do not go on to have persistent problems, in part because residual symptoms may be caused by TBI or a number of other factors such as PTSD, depression, or sleep disturbance [10]. Initial negative TBI screening results may fail to identify servicemembers who will have long-term problems resulting from the injury. Across physicians and other military health providers, remarkable consensus exists with regard to the challenges of attributing a patient’s symptoms at the time of assessment to mild TBI, PTSD, or both conditions [11]. Further complicating the identification of cases for treatment and planning purposes, a number of recent studies have published seemingly contradictory findings regarding the association between TBI and postdeployment symptoms when accounting for comorbid PTSD. Several studies have concluded that after adjusting for PTSD, mild TBI is no longer significantly associated with any relevant postdeployment health symptoms, with the exception perhaps of headache [5,12]. Other studies, however, have identified an independent association between mild TBI and postconcussive symptoms such as memory and sleep problems after controlling for or stratifying by PTSD [13–14]. This apparent discrepancy between findings may be the result of vastly different target populations, sample sizes, and postdeployment data collection time points. The expectation is that symptoms following TBI and/or PTSD are dynamic with respect to time, most notably during the year immediately following the traumatic event or events. Without a clear understanding of the longitudinal development, worsening, or improvement of symptoms, important issues concerning the overlap of symptoms cannot be accurately addressed and healthcare providers are limited in their ability to make informed decisions regarding diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of these conditions. This study will investigate changes in symptoms associated with TBI and PTSD that were reported immediately after deployment to Iraq, Kuwait, or Afghanistan and again approximately 3–6 mo later in a large sample of combat-exposed U.S. Navy and Marine Corps personnel. The aims of this study are to (1) describe changes in symptom reporting across two time points and (2) evaluate the effect of TBI and/or PTSD screening status on the development and persistence of symptoms following return from deployment.

**METHODS**

**Data Sources**

The Post-Deployment Health Assessment (PDHA) (Department of Defense [DOD] Form DD2796) [15] is given to all servicemembers either during in-theater medical out-processing or within 30 d after returning home from deployment. The Post-Deployment Health Reassessment (PDHRA) (DOD Form DD2900) [16] contains similar questions and is usually given 90 to 180 d after deployment (DOD Instruction 6940.03). Beginning in January 2008, both the PDHA and PDHRA instruments were revised to include additional questions on TBI. For this study, all Navy/Marine Corps PDHA and PDHRA forms completed during 2008–2009 were obtained from the U.S. Navy’s Electronic Pre and Post Deployment Health Assessment Database.

**Study Sample**

Our overall sample was 55,047 Navy sailors and Marines who deployed to Iraq, Afghanistan, or Kuwait in 2008–2009 and completed a PDHA following deployment and an associated PDHRA between 30 and 365 d later. Additionally, subjects were required to have responded “yes” to at least one of three combat experience items on the PDHA concerning (1) encountering dead or wounded people, (2) engaging in direct combat and discharging a weapon, or (3) feeling in great danger of being killed during deployment. The combat experience criterion was used to identify a background sample of servicemembers who were at risk for incurring PTSD. Because women made up only 3.6 percent of the potential combat-exposed cohort, may present for PTSD (both by symptom report or clinical diagnosis) at different rates
than men [17], and may have higher rates of reporting other psychiatric problems such as depression and anxiety [18], they were excluded from the study sample. The resulting sample of 12,046 Navy and Marine Corps men was stratified according to PTSD and TBI screening results to yield four distinct groups: TBI-only, PTSD-only, TBI and PTSD, and a group that screened negative for both diagnoses. See Figure 1 for sampling details.

Figure 1.
Flow diagram outlining selection of final blast traumatic brain injury (TBI) and no TBI samples through application of inclusion and exclusion criteria. Dotted lines and shaded boxes indicate excluded subjects. Women were excluded because they made up very small percentage of combat-exposed cohort and may present for PTSD at different rates and report psychiatric problems at higher rates than men.
Traumatic Brain Injury Screen

On the PDHA and the PDHRA, servicemembers were asked whether they experienced a blast or explosion, vehicular accident/crash, fragment or bullet wound above the shoulders, fall, or other injury involving the head during deployment. Following a positive response to the injury question, servicemembers were asked whether they immediately “lost consciousness or got ‘knocked out,’” “felt dazed, confused or ‘saw stars,’” or “didn’t remember the event.” Based on guidance distributed to military healthcare providers, and in accordance with previous studies [6], servicemembers who endorsed at least one item on the injury question and at least one of the three alteration/loss of consciousness or posttraumatic amnesia items were considered to have screened positive for a potential TBI. For this study, subjects were identified as having screened positive specifically for a blast-related TBI if they met the above criteria and responded positively to having been injured in a blast or explosion. To explore the unique sequelae of blast-induced injuries, Navy and Marine Corps personnel who did not screen positive for a blast-related TBI but did screen positive for a non-blast-related TBI were further excluded from the final sample. Therefore, all TBI references hereafter will denote blast-related TBI. Subjects who screened positive for blast-related TBI on either the PDHA or the PDHRA were included in the blast-related TBI sample (Figure 1). We decided to use these liberal inclusion criteria based on the assumptions that (1) servicemembers completing a PDHA in close proximity to their anticipated return from deployment may underreport experiences they believe will delay their return home and (2) servicemembers who report an injury event on only one of the two assessments may be doing so as a result of symptom improvement or worsening.

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Screen

PTSD screening questions on the PDHA and PDHRA were taken from the four-item Primary Care PTSD screen (PC-PTSD) [19]. Respondents were considered to have screened positive if they answered “yes” to at least two of the four questions about having recently experienced PTSD symptoms reflecting the four dimensions of PTSD (re-experiencing, numbing, avoidance, and hyperarousal). Although the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) currently describes three clusters of PTSD symptoms (re-experiencing, avoidance/numbing, and hyperarousal), a confirmatory factor analysis conducted by King et al. identified a four-factor model as optimal using a sample of male military veterans [20]. The PC-PTSD reflects this four-dimensional structure by including separate items regarding avoidance and numbing. Among Active Duty servicemembers returning from a combat deployment, the PC-PTSD has been validated and a cutoff value of at least two items has been used in previous studies [21–22]. Servicemembers were identified as having screened positive for PTSD if they responded positively to PTSD screening items on the PDHA, PDHRA, or both assessments, consistent with the DSM-IV condition that the duration of symptoms should be at least 1 mo.

Symptoms

From a total of 24 specific symptoms on the PDHA and 23 specific symptoms on the PDHRA, we excluded symptoms if they either did not appear on both questionnaires or held no relevance to the conditions being studied (e.g., indigestion, skin diseases). A subject’s “yes” or “no” response to still being bothered by a symptom at the time of assessment was the primary outcome measure used in this study. The 15 symptoms we used included questions about persistent headaches, sleeping, cognitive functions, ringing in the ears, hearing, vision, and musculoskeletal problems.

Other Self-Report Items and Demographic Variables

On both questionnaires, servicemembers were asked to rate their overall health during the past month as “excellent,” “very good,” “good,” “fair,” or “poor.” On the PDHA, subjects were also given the opportunity to mark whether or not they were hospitalized during deployment. A two-item depression screen derived from the validated Patient Health Questionnaire is included on both instruments, and respondents were asked to select a categorical number of days during which they were bothered by “little interest or pleasure in doing things” and “feeling down, depressed or hopeless” over the past month [23]. A response of “more than half the days” or “nearly every day” to either of the items on either of the instruments resulted in a positive depression screen [4]. Age, service branch, and military rank at the time of PDHA administration were obtained from the Defense Manpower Data Center (Monterey, California). For this study, warrant officers were combined with commissioned officers because of the similarities in responsibilities.
Statistical Analyses

Descriptive analyses of demographic and career variables were completed for all four groups defined according to TBI and PTSD screening results. The distributions of responses to questions present on one or both forms were examined across samples. For each variable, six hypotheses established a priori were evaluated using chi-square tests, and the significance level was adjusted to maintain an overall $p < 0.05$. Distributional comparisons were made between samples of servicemembers screening positive for (1) both (TBI and PTSD) and neither condition, (2) PTSD only and neither condition, (3) TBI only and neither condition, (4) PTSD and no PTSD (regardless of TBI status), (5) TBI and no TBI (regardless of PTSD status), and (6) any (PTSD or TBI) and neither condition. Means and standard deviations were computed for servicemember age and the total number of symptoms reported on the PDHA and PDHRA, and analysis of variance with Bonferroni-adjusted post hoc comparisons was used to determine significant differences between the four sample means.

By subtracting the response count on the PDHA from the PDHRA and dividing the result by the count on the PDHA, we calculated percent change in symptom reporting for all symptoms across all four samples. The McNemar test was invoked to test classification agreement between PDHA and PDHRA response rates for subjects in all groups. The McNemar test was selected for its ability to use subject-level data to identify a significant difference between the two proportions of subjects with changed responses from one questionnaire to the other (those indicating “yes” and then “no,” and those indicating “no” and then “yes”).

Logistic regression was used to calculate adjusted odds ratios (ORs) and 95 percent confidence intervals (CIs) for the associations between TBI and PTSD screening status and the outcome of reporting a symptom for the first time on the PDHRA. Multivariate models were constructed for each of the 15 symptoms, and the sample of subjects who screened negative for TBI and PTSD was referenced. ORs were adjusted for demographic variables, hospitalization during deployment, combat experiences, number of days between assessments, and depression screen results. For each symptom, subjects who indicated being bothered on the PDHA were excluded to model the probability of reporting a symptom for the first time on the PDHRA. Another set of adjusted ORs and 95 percent CIs was calculated by comparing the sample with both PTSD and TBI to the reference sample with PTSD only to specifically examine the unique effect of TBI among subjects with PTSD.

All statistical analyses were conducted using SAS software, version 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc; Cary, North Carolina). Significance was set at $p < 0.05$ for all hypothesis testing procedures.

RESULTS

Of the 12,046 men in the study sample, 473 (3.9%) screened positive for TBI only, 2,144 (17.8%) for PTSD only, 644 (5.3%) for both TBI and PTSD, and 8,785 (72.9%) screened positive for neither condition. As shown in Table 1, TBI subjects, with or without PTSD, were significantly younger in age and more likely to be enlisted and to be Marines than subjects without TBI. The presence of a positive PTSD screen was associated with a significant increase in the likelihood of indicating fair or poor self-rated health on either the PDHA or PDHRA. Approximately 45 percent of subjects with both TBI and PTSD and 31 percent of subjects with PTSD only indicated that they had fair or poor self-rated health on at least one of the assessments compared with only 18 percent of subjects with TBI only and 13 percent of subjects from the sample without either condition. The presence of PTSD was also significantly associated with a marked increase in responding positively to one or more depression screen items on either the PDHA or the PDHRA. The presence of TBI without PTSD, however, did not appear to increase the probability of screening positive for depression.

All subjects reported high rates of having witnessed someone wounded or killed, but more than three-quarters of those who screened positive for TBI only, PTSD only, and both conditions reported having felt in great danger of being killed. Approximately 75 percent of subjects with both TBI and PTSD responded “yes” to at least two of the combat experience items, while only 29 percent of the sample without either positive screen met this condition (Table 1).

While subjects without either TBI or PTSD reported an average of 0.99 and 0.76 symptoms per assessment on the PDHA and PDHRA, respectively, the mean number of symptoms increased for subjects with TBI only, PTSD only, and both TBI and PTSD (Table 2). The only group for which the mean number of symptoms reported was
Table 1.
Descriptive characteristics of Navy/Marine Corps personnel according to posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and/or traumatic brain injury (TBI) screening status (N = 12,046). Data shown as n (%) unless otherwise indicated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>No TBI &amp; No PTSD (n = 8,785)</th>
<th>TBI Only (n = 473)</th>
<th>PTSD Only (n = 2,144)</th>
<th>TBI &amp; PTSD (n = 644)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (yr)†‡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤24</td>
<td>4,781 (54.4)</td>
<td>300 (63.4)</td>
<td>1,120 (52.2)</td>
<td>402 (62.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–29</td>
<td>1,691 (19.3)</td>
<td>81 (17.1)</td>
<td>454 (21.2)</td>
<td>117 (18.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>1,711 (19.5)</td>
<td>74 (15.6)</td>
<td>408 (19.0)</td>
<td>88 (13.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥40</td>
<td>602 (6.9)</td>
<td>18 (3.8)</td>
<td>162 (7.6)</td>
<td>37 (5.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ± Standard Deviation *†‡</td>
<td>27.0 ± 7.1</td>
<td>25.6 ± 5.9</td>
<td>27.4 ± 7.1</td>
<td>26.0 ± 6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Branch§†‡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>2,276 (25.9)</td>
<td>90 (19.0)</td>
<td>626 (29.2)</td>
<td>138 (21.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Corps</td>
<td>6,509 (74.1)</td>
<td>383 (81.0)</td>
<td>1,518 (70.8)</td>
<td>506 (78.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Rank§†‡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1–E4</td>
<td>5,755 (65.5)</td>
<td>324 (68.5)</td>
<td>1,529 (71.3)</td>
<td>490 (76.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E5–E9</td>
<td>1,880 (21.4)</td>
<td>124 (26.2)</td>
<td>469 (21.9)</td>
<td>128 (19.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officer</td>
<td>1,150 (13.1)</td>
<td>25 (5.3)</td>
<td>146 (6.8)</td>
<td>26 (4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair or Poor Self-Rated Health§†‡</td>
<td>1,104 (12.6)</td>
<td>85 (18.0)</td>
<td>670 (31.3)</td>
<td>291 (45.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Depression Screen§∗†‡</td>
<td>978 (11.1)</td>
<td>52 (11.0)</td>
<td>892 (41.6)</td>
<td>309 (48.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalized During Deployment§*†‡**</td>
<td>151 (1.7)</td>
<td>41 (8.7)</td>
<td>72 (3.4)</td>
<td>82 (12.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat Experiences§†‡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witnessed Wounded or Killed§†‡</td>
<td>5,953 (67.8)</td>
<td>347 (73.4)</td>
<td>1,362 (63.5)</td>
<td>514 (79.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharged Weapon§*†‡</td>
<td>1,463 (16.7)</td>
<td>226 (47.8)</td>
<td>388 (18.1)</td>
<td>299 (46.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felt in Great Danger of Being Killed§*†‡**</td>
<td>4,674 (53.2)</td>
<td>366 (77.4)</td>
<td>1,676 (78.2)</td>
<td>571 (88.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥2 of Above§*†‡**</td>
<td>2,569 (29.2)</td>
<td>301 (63.6)</td>
<td>980 (45.7)</td>
<td>479 (74.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*TBI and PTSD vs No TBI and No PTSD was significantly different (p < 0.008).
†TBI Only vs No TBI and No PTSD (p < 0.008).
‡TBI vs No TBI (regardless of PTSD screening outcome) (p < 0.008).
§PTSD Only vs No TBI and No PTSD (p < 0.008).
¶PTSD vs No PTSD (regardless of TBI screening outcome) (p < 0.008).
**TBI or PTSD vs No TBI and No PTSD (p < 0.008).
††As indicated on either Post-Deployment Health Assessment (PDHA) or Post-Deployment Health Reassessment.
‡‡As indicated on PDHA.

Table 2.
Postdeployment symptom reporting among Navy/Marine Corps personnel according to posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and/or traumatic brain injury (TBI) screening status (N = 12,046). Data shown as mean ± standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Symptoms Reported*†</th>
<th>No TBI &amp; No PTSD (n = 8,785)</th>
<th>TBI Only (n = 473)</th>
<th>PTSD Only (n = 2,144)</th>
<th>TBI &amp; PTSD (n = 644)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PDHA</td>
<td>0.99 ± 1.93</td>
<td>1.69 ± 2.55</td>
<td>2.49 ± 3.13</td>
<td>3.87 ± 3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDHRA</td>
<td>0.76 ± 1.65</td>
<td>1.83 ± 2.53</td>
<td>2.73 ± 3.17</td>
<td>4.43 ± 4.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Analysis of variance with familywise significance set at p < 0.05 and individual test significance set at p < 0.008 (Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons).
†All pairwise comparisons are significant.
PDHA = Post-Deployment Health Assessment, PDHRA = Post-Deployment Health Reassessment.

less on the second assessment than the first assessment was the group without either TBI or PTSD.

Across all four samples, symptom percent changes from the PDHA to the PDHRA are presented in Figure 2, stratified by PTSD status. The majority of symptoms appear to decrease during the months following return from deployment for individuals with neither PTSD nor TBI. The greatest percent change observed was the increase in self-reported difficulty making decisions among subjects in the PTSD-only group (91.4%) and
Figure 2. Percent change from Post-Deployment Health Assessment to Post-Deployment Health Reassessment in reporting of symptoms among Navy/Marine Corps personnel according to posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and traumatic brain injury (TBI) screening status.

subjects in the PTSD and TBI group (93.0%). Among subjects without PTSD, those with TBI experienced an increase in several neurobehavioral symptoms from the PDHA to the PDHRA, while subjects without TBI experienced a
decrease. Not surprisingly, both samples with PTSD saw a significant increase in all neurobehavioral symptoms, with a greater than 90 percent increase in reporting of decision-making difficulties from the PDHA to the PDHRA. Among the sample of subjects with PTSD, the added presence of TBI appeared to be associated with an even greater increase in reporting symptoms such as problems sleeping, feeling weak, back pain, ringing in the ears, dimming of vision, and dizziness. In sum, patients who did not screen positive for PTSD or TBI reported a decrease in symptoms over time, whereas screening positive for either condition appeared to put individuals at risk for development or worsening of most symptoms with the exception of musculoskeletal symptoms. Additionally, those subjects with both TBI and PTSD appeared to be at an even greater risk for the development or worsening of a number of specific symptoms (Figure 2).

Table 3 shows the adjusted ORs for the presence of each symptom on the PDHRA, given that the symptom was not present on the PDHA. The reference group is the group without TBI or PTSD. With the exception of dimming of vision and feeling weak among TBI-only subjects, all new symptoms reported on the PDHRA had significantly increased (adjusted) odds among samples of subjects with TBI only, PTSD only, and both conditions compared with the sample with neither condition.

Using only the sample with PTSD (n = 2,788), the adjusted ORs were computed for each symptom on the PDHRA, given that the symptom was not present on the PDHA. The PTSD and TBI group was referenced against the PTSD-only group. Among subjects with PTSD, those with TBI were significantly more likely to report experiencing all symptoms on the PDHRA with the exception of muscle aches and painful joints. Relatively high ORs (>2.00) were observed for memory problems, headaches, and ringing in the ears. High ORs (>3.00) were observed for dimming of vision and dizziness (results not shown).

**DISCUSSION**

The identification of TBI and PTSD is complicated because diagnoses are frequently based on symptom reports that not only cross diagnostic categories but may not occur until several months after the traumatic event. This study found that symptom reporting increased between the two assessments for those screening positive for TBI, PTSD, or both conditions. In contrast, those screening negative for...
both conditions reported fewer symptoms on the PDHRA than the PDHA. Providers treating undiagnosed service-members should be aware that the late appearance or persistence of multiple neurobehavioral and physical symptoms in the months following return from deployment may indicate the presence of TBI or PTSD and should screen for both conditions.

Some investigations have concluded that once PTSD is taken into account, very few symptoms (except for headache) remain associated with mild TBI [5,12]. Our results do not support this finding, especially when looking at emerging or persistent symptoms (i.e., symptoms present approximately 6 mo after deployment). Other researchers have suggested that those with TBI have a greater risk of developing PTSD over time [24]. However, there are findings that do not support this assessment [3]. It may be that both conditions coexist but only TBI is initially diagnosed because the PTSD symptoms have not had time to appear. Also possible is that the TBI or PTSD assessment instruments are not sensitive enough to distinguish one from the other. Given this, developing rehabilitation strategies focused on the symptoms rather than on a firm diagnosis might make more sense. This approach may be more effective because servicemembers may be more willing to receive follow-up treatment for sleeping disorders or difficulty concentrating, for example, than for a diagnosis of PTSD. A symptom-focused treatment, rather than treatment that is diagnosis-based, may be perceived by servicemembers to be less stigmatizing and may improve referral compliance rates [25].

This study used the new TBI assessment module that was added to the PDHA in January 2008, thus providing the ability to identify those who screen positive for blast-related TBI. Many studies have addressed the underreporting of health issues and experiences by servicemembers immediately following deployment [3–4]. One recent study noted a twofold increase in the rate of self-reported mild TBI between 1 mo before returning from deployment and 1 yr later [12]. To address this delay in reporting, our study identified subjects with potential blast-related TBI by evaluating screening results at two different time points after return from deployment. Because this was not a clinical sample, results may be more representative of the general sample of Navy and Marine Corps men deployed to Iraq, Afghanistan, or Kuwait.

Other strengths of this study include a large (12,046) sample of men exposed to combat and the prospective assessment of symptoms using standardized instruments with validated measures for screening. A number of studies have reported on the presence of symptoms at one point in time following deployment [5,7,13]. In this study, we were able to examine subject-specific changes in symptom reporting across multiple time points.

This study has some limitations. We were only able to analyze data from male Navy and Marine Corps personnel (n = 12,046), so the results may only be generalized to these groups. Our data included self-reported symptom information; therefore, results are subject to related biases. For example, if a subject experienced a blast-related TBI, memory problems may be present that could affect symptom reporting. Because these assessments are not anonymous, other factors such as personal motivations related to career or disability compensation could have influenced symptom reporting. We also had limited information on type of wound (open- or closed-head TBI, for example) or coinjuries [26], and we could not identify severity of TBI [27]. Additional information on coinjuries would have allowed us to look at the symptom patterns in relation to polytrauma [28–29].

Since roadside bombs and improvised explosive devices are becoming increasingly common in war zones and the injuries experienced as a result are almost uniquely experienced by military personnel, it is important to closely examine the sequelae of blast-related TBI separately from TBI caused by other mechanisms that have been studied in greater detail among civilian samples. Our results suggest that symptoms persist or emerge over time, so initial evaluation and/or treatment of symptoms without follow-up assessment may result in less effective rehabilitation. This represents a problem that will likely grow in scope over time, especially if not recognized or managed initially. Effective resolution requires new assessment tools [6], especially tools that can diagnose both conditions when present [30], and interdisciplinary teams to diagnose, manage, and coordinate treatment for military members returning from combat [31–32]. This study is also consistent with other studies concerning the late appearance of symptoms [3–4]. Military healthcare providers should not rely on either the PDHA or PDHRA alone because symptoms emerge over time [33]. Future studies are needed to describe the chronological development and resolution of symptoms in greater detail. Such studies could potentially benefit from symptom measurements taken at more frequent intervals and over a longer duration. Future studies should also examine the underlying mechanisms through which comorbid PTSD and TBI interact to result in a symptom pattern that is distinctly different from the patterns displayed for either condition alone.
CONCLUSIONS

After symptom evaluation of a large sample of deployed U.S. Navy sailors and Marines with combat exposure, this study supports what others have found, specifically that subjects with PTSD, blast-related TBI, or both may experience the development or worsening of symptoms during the months following return from deployment. This study suggests that those who screened positive for both PTSD and TBI reported increased symptoms for most postdeployment health categories except for musculoskeletal symptoms. Our study suggests that providers should consider reevaluating patients, even those who initially appear asymptomatic. Because diagnosis and subsequent referrals for treatment of TBI and PTSD rely on the presence of symptoms, the importance of follow-up evaluation should be recognized. Clinicians may want to communicate to patients who are evaluated as having experienced TBI and/or PTSD that treatments will focus on specific symptoms rather than diagnostic labels.
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